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On the face of it, she has got it all - looks,
fame and fortune – so why is it that
Jennifer Aniston seems to be unlucky
in love? Her enviable list of ex-partners
includes Brad Pitt – once voted the
World’s Sexiest Man. But looks aren’t
everything and Jennifer seems to
be looking for something that runs
deeper than physical attraction.
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orn on February the 11th, Jennifer is an Aquarian.
The traits that operate under this particular sign may
have some bearing on her track record. People born
under Aquarius are typically driven to have nice
things around them, but are not greedy. They are
also prepared to work beyond the call of duty to attain
their material goals, but never expect anyone to work
harder than themselves. In the circles that Jennifer
moves in, wealth is seemingly not an issue, so perhaps
she needs to put more focus on the personality of a
would-be suitor?
Brad Pitt rarely speaks about his relationship with
Jennifer, but in a recent interview said that, in the
final stages of their marriage, they had to work out
if they “didn’t want to go on without any outside
influence.” This hints at a difference in characters.
Brad is a Sagittarian, typically down-to-earth and
generous of spirit, although with a tendency to be
argumentative. Could the zodiac have determined
Brad and Jen’s incompatibility?
Jennifer’s star traits also include a fear of being
affectionate. Aquarians can be highly strung and
are prone to saying things in the heat of the moment;
things that they might regret later. Interestingly, the
most perceptive trait of an Aquarian can also cost
them a lot of happiness; Aquarians are renowned for
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being able to‘read people’almost effortlessly. Perhaps
Jennifer’s Aquarian tendency towards being highly
strung might cause her to “zone in” on the negative
traits of a partner and sabotage any potential for
future happiness.
In zodiac terms, an Aquarian’s most compatible partner
should be a Gemini. Geminis are intelligent, creative
and appreciative of a partner’s positive aspects, as well
as being sensitive to their insecurities. While some
might interpret the sign of the twins as being an
entanglement of paradoxes, the reality is that Geminis
are ready to accept characteristics in a partner that are
apparently opposite to their own.This is because the
duality of their star sign gives them greater insight
into the essence of another person.
Brad has also said of Jennifer that they remain “the
deepest of friends”. This is certainly true of Aquarians;
they are fantastic in a friendship, but they choose their
friends very carefully. In a Gemini man, Jennifer could
expect to find a partner who is equally at home in the
company of her friends, as he is in the company of
his own. And, as Aquarians are always racing around
trying to cure all the ills in the world, a Gemini partner
could not only offer support, but an understanding
and safe haven when those Aquarian nerves finally
become overwrought.
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EastEnders

Currently celebrating its 25th anniversary, EastEnders has become
one of Britain’s best-loved TV shows, an institution that has left on
indelible mark on the nation’s psyche. First broadcast on the 19th
February 1985, the show was the brainchild of Julia Smith and Tony
Holland: a well-established team in the world ofTV production.They
eventually settled on the East End of London as their focus and, as
legend has it, created the biographies of the first 23 characters in 24
hours. But what hidden dynamics allowed this team to be so effective
in such a short space of time?
Julia Smith was born on the 26th May 1927, making her a Gemini.Tony
Holland, however, was born on the 18th January 1940, under the sign
of Capricorn. Although they were never romantically involved, their
star signs proved to be a vibrant and energetic partnership; Gemini and
Capricorn, when working together, are
a force to be reckoned with.
The main challenge faced by this
astrological pairing is that of arriving
at the same place at the same time.
These signs approach things from
opposite ends of the spectrum;
Gemini likes to think outside the
box, using wit and humour to achieve
their aims, whilst Capricorn prefers
the safety of tried-and-tested routes
to reach their destinations.

How a long-shot became a classic
by Kirsten Cross
Schroeder. Could the combinations of astrological influences have
had a significant effect on a show that was only expected to last
for six months? Gillian Taylforth, who played Kathy Beale said she
remembered“sitting in the green room chatting to Letitia Dean, who
played Sharon Watts, and Anita Dobson, who played Angie Watts,
about“what we would do once it was over.”25 years later, EastEnders
is going strong and has celebrated its quarter-century with a live
episode, unmasking the murderer of Archie Mitchell.
Part of EastEnder’s durability has been its ability to adapt with the
times, entertain and to present its audience with new and often
unpopular points of view, whilst striving to give a realistic, although
often humorous, portrayal of East End life. The desire to create
something extraordinary from the seemingly mundane is a trait
well recognised in individuals born on
the 19th February. In order to grab the
viewer’s attention, storylines have to be
sensationalised, yet they are rooted in a
reality that doesn’t require a complete
suspension of belief to become
engrossing. The show pioneered the
use of a domestic serial as a vehicle
for serious social issues such as racism,
homophobia and alcoholism at a time
when soaps were thought to be only
suitable as an escape.

The impact of EastEnders on our daily
Evidence of both these signs at work
lives can be found in everything from
can be seen in the stories surrounding
music to advertising. The hysteria
the conception of EastEnders. Holland
promoted by the shooting of Phil
delved into his family history to create
Mitchell caused Radio 1’s Chris Moyles
a variety of characters and situations,
to remix Shaggy’s‘It Wasn’t Me’to fall in
including the Fowlers and the Beales.
with the storyline. Mike Reid used his
Tony’s aunt, Lou Beale, inspired the
persona as Frank Butcher to advertise
much loved character of the same
a soft drink and there is even a monthly
name and his own experiences as a
barman were used to develop one of the most vivacious double-acts ‘Dot Cotton Club’ at a nightclub in Cambridge. Over the last 25 years,
the soap has provided some of the most memorable TV moments
in soap history: Den and Angie Watts.
in soap history, from Dirty Den serving Angie with divorce papers on
By contrast, Julia Smith was well known for pushing the envelope
Christmas Day to the wedding of Alfie Moon and Kat Slater. So it is small
into new territory, taking the show in directions that would challenge
wonder that it has imprinted itself on our collective unconscious.
and even upset its audience. BillTreacher, who played Arthur Fowler,
described her as full of “energy and dynamism,” where Tony was Whatever it is that draws us to EastEnders seems to have as much
known for his Capricorn traits of being unassuming and quiet; perhaps capacity to affect its stars as it does the public. Remembering her
another example of opposites meeting to create a positive charge. time as Ruth Fowler, Caroline Paterson said that when she started,“I
felt like I was acting and they were all being themselves – they were
The show itself was first aired on February 19th, 1985. February the
just relaxed and living it.”
19th has always been an interesting date in the zodiac – and a very
contentious one. This date falls right between the signs of Aquarius Perhaps this is the key to EastEnders success; the dynamic combination
and Pisces, making it neither one nor the other – or an extremely the creators’star signs, combined with a release date that causes many
potent combination of them both. However you choose to look at an astrologer’s eyebrow to raise, has somehow provided us with an
it, this date is most definitely on the cusp of either sign. In addition, alternate reality that many of us wish were real, if only to act as a
yardstick against which to measure our own successes and failures.
this day is the 50th in the Gregorian calendar.
The 19th of February in 1985 was filled with contradictions, including Whether EastEnders is your soap of choice or not, it is difficult to argue
the deaths of 148 passengers on an Iberian Airlines Boeing 747 with the figures: it is watched by an average of six to 11 million people
and the release of the first recipient of an artificial heart, William J every episode. And whether you believe in astrology or not, it is hard
to deny that the soap’s success is something out of the ordinary.
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Aries

(Mar 21 - Apr 19)
You love new ventures,
and the ground is
fertile this month, but
misunderstandings and
delays may annoy your pioneering
spirit as Mercury moves backwards
through your business zone. The
need for practical action to back up
your surging creativity doesn’t exactly
thrill you, but there are those who
thrive on the details, and help is on
the way - provided you spot it. Mars
continues to move through your area
of flings and playful romance, and new
attractions will surely appear. If already
in a relationship, take this opportunity
to give new life to those aspects where
excitement is lacking.

Taurus

(Apr 20 - May 20)
The sun in your sign will
enhance your sensual
side, and once Mercury
turns direct in your sign
on the 11th, the coast is clear to make
plans and enjoy yourself with friends,
family and fine dining. A new moon
in your sign will make you even more
perky and ready for action. Talk about
money matters with your partner as
Venus moves through the cash-related
area of your chart.When tension grows
between you and a partner, or you
begin to feel tired of sitting at home,
go for large spaces with lots of people
to bring fresh energy and inspiration.

HOROSCOPES
Chris Odle

(Sept 23 - Oct 22)
Uncertainty about a
relationship is coming
to an end, and you begin
to see it in a clearer light,
whether it’s a friendship or romance.
There may even be issues with dividing
up money or goods, and your sense of
fair play may not be mutual. It’s time to
weigh your options and decide what’s
really right for you. On a much brighter
side, don’t let anything stop you from
mingling this month - you are feeling
socially adventurous and spontaneous
with words. If you play your cards right,
you’ll find an golden opportunity to
charm someone in a high position.
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(May 21 - June 21)
This is quite a yin-yang
of a month for you,
Gemini. The first half of
the month throws up
a lot of challenges and you may see
your words betray you more than
once. But you find your groove again
when Mercury turns direct on the 12th,
and take it up another notch when
the Sun enters your sign on the 22nd.
Whatever your relationship status, this
month won’t be boring. Mars lends a
stagey, showy energy to your words
and expressions while Venus, the
love planet, moves through your sign
for most of the month. A full moon
in your partnership sector may bring
the culmination of a crush or the end
of a relationship.

CAREER LOVE SPIRIT DESTINY

Mercury turns direct on the 11th, Mars is electric in Leo,
and the Sun plods through sensual, hardworkingTaurus
in a highly charged month.

Astrologer & Shaman

Libra

Gemini

Call

Scorpio

0800 422 0422

(Oct 23 - Nov 21)
In terms of business and
money, strike while the
iron is hot - and it is hot
this month, so go for a
promotion or look for shortcuts to
save cash. A partnership will show
strain, but this is a good test to see
whether the connection is really deep,
or whether other motives are in play.
Someone who you’ve wanted to see,
but has proved elusive, will come
around a few weeks into the month
after Mercury turns direct, and you’ll
get your chance. If you’re single, the
new moon in your relationship sector
may bring a pleasant surprise.

www.StarTemple.com

Sagittarius

for more details

(Nov 22 - Dec 21)
Routine is hardly your
favourite thing, and the
first half of this month
may have you slogging
through details you’d rather not
address. But don’t despair - the Moon
and Mars are giving you a serious
boost, so expect the unexpected
and let your curiosity guide you into
the uncharted waters you crave. A
chatty Venus is sauntering through
your relationship zone, and a trip to
the movies or bookstore may reveal
something more interesting than film
or literature! Finally, the 28th brings a
full Moon in your sign, and your bright
aura will not go unnoticed as Summer
approaches.

Cancer

(June 22 - July 22)
It may feel as though the
past is pulling you in the
wrong direction, and you
may be forced to redefine
your relationship to an old lover, friend,
or even your career. But you’ll find help
in a new friendship, and by month’s
end your stern will be pointed toward
the future. As for romance, Venus
enters your sign on the 21st bringing
heightened possibilities of love and a
need for beauty in your surroundings.
It’s also a great month to get in touch
with your body, make positive changes
to your physical health, and even lose
weight if you want to!

Leo

(July 23 - Aug 22)
You will feel the power
of self-expression this
month as Mars continues
blazing a trail through
your sign, and others will feel it too you will love the extra attention coming
your way. Your area of romance and
flings is positively sizzling and a steamy
situation will not wait to develop - it will
hit suddenly and fog the windows!With
all this fiery energy, you run the risk of
getting into unnecessary arguments,
particularly at work. Perform random
acts of warmth and kindness for others
and allow your magnetism to serve the
greater good.

Virgo

(Aug 23 - Sep 22)
In this day and age,
getting ahead means
getting extra creative.
Your head is buzzing with
valuable ideas, so make all the plans
you want, but don’t act on them just
yet. Saturn has backed into your sign
and may have you tying up loose ends
with something old. On top of that,
Mercury warns not to finalise anything
until it turns direct on the 12th. Still, this
month is fertile ground for dreaming
up new directions, so don’t let it pass
you by. A fresh face may appear in an
old haunt - strike up a conversation
and see what happens.

A partnership will show strain, but this is a good test to
see if the connection is really deep.

Capricorn

(Dec 22 - Jan 19)
Ambition turns you on
in more ways than one,
and the line between
work and play may be
blurred this month. Something may
happen in the area of love that you
wish to keep secret, such as a workrelated infatuation or romance. Best
keep it to yourself until Mercury goes
direct on the 12th - or better yet, until
June when Saturn goes direct and
things clear up even more. Take a
lighthearted approach - be the star
of your own sexy detective story and
have fun with the intrigue around you;
real life can be much more exciting
than the movies.
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Aquarius

(Jan 20 - Feb 18)
You may have some
strange or mixed
feelings as Saturn moves
backward into your 8th
house, and a long standing dispute
may drag on, but these will all be
ironed out when Saturn goes direct at
month’s end. Cultivate your prospects
carefully and have patience.WithVenus
moving airily through your romance
zone, and a full moon in your house
of friendship, a breezy Spring fling is a
distinct possibility. Home and family
need your attention this month, and
your effort to be there will be hugely
appreciated.

www.StarTemple.com

Pisces

(Feb 19 - Mar 20)
Steady communication
is the way to sort out
those deep, hard to pin
down feelings. With
your optimistic and sociable attitude,
entertaining guests at home will
provide much needed relief from
the rigidity the daily grind. Speaking
of the daily grind, the moon in your
career zone has you considering a
new direction, and you can’t hide your
feelings for long - they are bound to
come out and be expressed. Luckly,
the right words will not be hard to find
as your area of words and expression
is strongly energised.

Saint
or
Sinner?
Is your partner faithful or flirty? Answer 5 yes/no questions
for your partner’s star sign and tally the score to find out.
Aries partner

Taurus partner

Leo partner

Virgo partner

Sagittarius partner

Capricorn partner

Has your partner recently bought a super-fast sports
car? | Does your partner spend every day down the
gym? | Has your partner had a new tattoo done
and not told you why? | Has your partner begun
to say “I’m bored” when they’re with you? | Have
you discovered strange scratches on your partner’s
body and when you asked them about it, they said
“I fell in a bush”?

Has your partner been showing off their new
designer shoes or handbag but not said where
they’re from? | Is your partner forever brushing
their hair and preening in front of the mirror? | Has
your partner ever turned you down when you’ve
invited them to a glamorous VIP event? | Does
your partner wear his/her “best clothes” everyday
and even around the house? | Is your partner
spending more money and time at the beauticians
or hairdressers than they used to?

Does your partner go away with his/her mates for
the weekend more than you would like them to? |
Is your partner planning a foreign holiday without
you? | Would your partner rather go and watch
sport than stay at home and have sex with you? |
Does your partner spend all their time slobbing in
front of the TV with a few cans of lager or a bottle
of wine? | Has your partner’s behaviour become
particularly uncouth lately?
6
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Has your partner lost weight recently? | Has your
partner started to wear a new perfume or cologne?
| Has your partner started to “flash the cash” more
than they used to? | Does your partner seem to
be unusually happy and sings every minute of the
day, in the shower, on the way to work and in bed? |
Does your partner lounge around more than usual
and isn’t at all interested in going out with you to the
best restaurant in town?
Has your partner changed their usual routine, e.g.
they have started to take a different route to work?
| Has your partner started to take more showers
than they used to or do they have long soaks in the
bath? | Are there any inconsistencies when your
partner tells you the same story over again? | Has
your partner recently bought a diary or journal that
they keep locked away? | Has your partner started
to take supplements to boost their libido and yet
you’re having less sex than before?

Is your partner starting to stay at the office and work
late more and more? | Has your partner started to
wash and iron their own work shirts? | Has your
partner stopped inviting you to parties or social
events with their work colleagues? | Do you only
make love on a Saturday night and does your partner
always opt for the missionary position? | Is your
partner spending more time away on business trips
or conferences?
Call 0800 422 0422

Gemini partner

Cancer partner

Libra partner

Scorpio partner

Aquarius partner

Pisces partner

Has your partner started to call you by the wrong
name when you’re making love? | Does your
partner leap up to answer the phone whenever it
rings or immediately hangs up when you walk in the
room? | Has your partner started to tell little white
lies? | Does your partner use a different name or
nickname on social media sites, such as Facebook
or Twitter? | Does your partner have two phones
and yet you only know one number?
Does your partner forget to say “I love you” each
time you part or whenever you talk on the phone?
| Has your partner stopped asking you for advice or
your opinion on things that really matter to them?
| Does your partner start to weep every time a sad
story is shown on the news? | Is your partner being
overly-attentive and has started to shower you with
gifts of flowers and chocolates? | Does your partner
spend more time with their best friend or business
partner than you?

Does your partner spend all their time texting other
“friends”when you’re together? | Does your partner
stay up late meeting new friends in chat rooms
on their computer? | Have your friends told you
they think your partner is behaving differently? |
Has your partner discovered a new sex position
that you’ve never tried before? | Has your partner
stopped wanting to talk and chat with you?

Has your partner stopped inviting you round so that
they can cook for you? | Does your partner use
their pet name for you less frequently? | Does your
partner go and stay with his/her mother more than
they used to? | Do you find that your partner doesn’t
want to cuddle and snuggle with you as much as
they used to? | Does your partner burst into tears
at the drop of a hat and seem overly sentimental?

Has your partner started to accuse you of being
unfaithful? | Does your partner no longer look you
in the eyes when you’re making love? | Has your
partner visited more than one clairvoyant recently?
| Has your partner started to keep their schedule
private and doesn’t tell you what they’re doing or
when? | Does your partner start a fight so they can
storm out of the house in the middle of the night?

Does your partner spend a lot of time volunteering
or doing charity work? | Does your partner drink
too much when you’re together? | Has your partner
stopped writing poems or songs dedicated to you?
| Does your partner habitually stare off into space
oblivious to whatever you’re doing? | Does your
partner disappear for hours on end and tell you that
they“want to be alone”?

How many questions did you answer YES?

0-1
No worries! Your partner
only has eyes for you and is
faithful as can be.
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2-3
No cause for alarm. Your
partner is average. Their
attention is sometimes on you
and sometimes elsewhere.

4-5
Watch out! Your partner
has either stopped making
an effort or is turning into a
right flirt.

Looking for relationship advice? Call our psychics on 0800 422 0422

READER PROFILE

JOANNA

When did you first realise you were
psychic?
I first realised I was psychic at a very young age,
I was starting to see situations and sense things
around me that felt “different” and almost quite
scary. Before long I had no choice to but to take
it seriously. When I was around 6 years old, I felt
I knew things other people didn’t. I would say to
people “did you see that?” or“did you sense that?”
and people would look confused. So whenever I
would get impressions, I would keep themto myself.
Dreams began to come true more and more as time went on, and I would pick
up on people coming back into my life again.
Have you had any great experiences with a customer who you have
read for?
I had a lovely experience with 2 gentlemen I did a reading for almost year ago.
They were living here in the UK but wanted desperately to live in Australia. The
only problem they had was obtaining a visa, selling their house, getting another
job, and wanting their family here in the UK to move with them, (impossible at
the time because of health reasons). Looking into it, I saw that the house would
be sold first. They both disagreed as they wanted to get their visa sorted first, but
I was adamant that the house would be sold firstly. We nearly had an argument
over this but I felt strongly about it. Within a week their house was in fact up for
sale, and sold within a month, even though houses weren’t selling well in their
area. They were moved out within 3 months into rented accommodation.
I saw another problem: one of their fathers had serious knee problems and
wasn’t well enough to move out. It was true that his knee was causing him a lot of
distress and he needed surgery before he could fly. I saw the operation happening
within 6 months, and that high blood pressure may prevent him from flying. A
few months on, the client’s father was healthy after an operationand ready to
go to Australia. He was in fact suffering from high blood pressure and the doctor
was concerned he wasn’t able to fly, but this was dealt with, and ultimately
they all made it to Australia!
What makes a good psychic reading?
Good psychics and clairvoyants should help the clients explore their life and the
options open to them. They will try and help the clients gain some perspective on
their life. They shouldn’t ever tell the clients what to do; they should understand
that the clients are in control of their life and the decisions that they make. I feel
being empathic and to be a great listener helps alongside some counseling
skills and knowledge should help and guide the client as much as possible
using whatever tools works best for the psychic.

psychics should help clients explore
“theirGood
life and the options open to them.
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